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Abstract—This paper proposes a two-dimensional (2-D) inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR)
imaging method with nonuniformly obtained angle samples. A one-dimensional (1-D) radar image,
a range profile, is obtained using frequency samples within a given bandwidth. 2-D ISAR images are
then obtained by acquiring the Doppler spectrum using range profiles obtained from multiple observation
angles having a constant interval. However, when ISAR images are obtained by applying the range-
Doppler imaging method for a target scattered signal with nonuniform angle samples, a clear image
cannot be obtained. In this paper, we propose a method to generate a covariance matrix from a
nonuniform angle sample and obtain an ISAR image based on the multiple signal characterization
(MUSIC) technique. The proposed method can be applied to the target scattering signal using a search
radar, which observes target with nonuniform aspect angles. We present a scattering signal model of
a target for the search radar and provide ISAR images obtained by applying the proposed method to
simulated and measured data, respectively. Results reveal that the proposed method improves image
quality and reduces computation time compared to the conventional method.

1. INTRODUCTION

ISAR imaging is a target imaging technique based on estimating the Doppler spectrum of a partial
structure of the target. It is one of the most important techniques in the area of noncooperative
target recognition [1–3]. The range-Doppler imaging method is an efficient approach to obtain an ISAR
image [4–7]. This method requires uniform observation angle samples in the back-scattered signals from
the target. On the other hand, a search radar such as illustrated in Figure 1 observes target with
nonuniform aspect angles. With nonuniform angle samples, ISAR images obtained with conventional
range-Doppler method accompany significant blurring.

To obtain clear ISAR images from a signal with nonuniform angle samples, compressed sensing
(CS) based approaches can be used [8–13]. However, CS-based approaches have two major drawbacks.
First, a precise parametric model is required in order to achieve high quality ISAR images. Second,
lot of computation time is required since the CS technique uses an optimization process such as linear
programing.

In this paper, a MUSIC-based approach was proposed to improve image quality and reduce
computation time. Also, a receiving target signal model with a search radar was introduced to deal with
the nonuniform angle signal of a target. In order to apply the MUSIC technique, a covariance matrix
acquisition for a given single snapshot type signal should be preceded [14]. However, the conventional
way to form the covariance matrix with a single snapshot signal, so called spatial smoothing process
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Figure 1. Nonuniform observation with search radar system.

(SSP), could not generate a meaningful covariance matrix from the nonuniform signal [15, 16]. Thus,
estimated multiple snapshot signals, which were phase delayed versions of the given original single
snapshot signals, were used to generate the covariance matrix. Experiments on simulated and real data
were performed to validate the proposed method.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a signal model for search radar. Section 3
presents the proposed ISAR imaging method for the target back-scattered signal with a nonuniform
observation angle. Section 4 presents experimental results to verify the proposed method. Finally,
conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. SIGNAL MODEL FOR SEARCH RADAR

It was assumed that the target was moving straightforward with constant velocity and without changing
direction in the 2-D plane. When the target was observed with a rotating antenna which has constant
angular velocity, the target appeared with a nonuniform time interval, as shown in Figure 1. In other
words, a search radar with a rotating antenna observes the target with nonuniform aspect angles.
Nonuniform aspect angles should be determined to model received signals in a search radar. When the
antenna rotates with angular velocity ω, the target observation angle θn, for the nth angle sample, can
be expressed as follows:

θn = ωtn =
2π

T

(
nT + t′n

)
= 2πn + 2π

t′n
T

(1)

where T is the rotation period of antenna, tn the target observation time, and t′n the time difference
between the antenna rotation period and the observation time at the nth angle sample. When the
target moves within the x-y plane, as shown in Figure 2, tan θn is expressed as follows:

tan θn =
xn

(R + yn)
=

vtn cosφ

(R + vtn sinφ)
(2)

Figure 2. Geometry of nonuniform observation.
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where R is the initial distance between the radar and the target, and v is the velocity of the target.
Substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2), we have

1
tan (ωtn)

− R

vtn cosφ
− tanφ = 0. (3)

In Eq. (3), tn can be derived with known ω, R, φ. Then, θn can be derived by Eq. (1).
The receiving signal was assumed to be a stepped-frequency signal with M pulses in the frequency

domain and N bursts in the angle domain. The target was modelled by K ideal scatterer points based
on the geometric theory of diffraction (GTD) model [17]. The backscattered raw data s(n,m) from the
target at frequency fm and aspect angle θn can be expressed as follows:

s(n,m) =
K∑

k=1

ake
−j( 4π

c
fm)Rk,n (4)

where ak is the complex amplitude of the kth scatterer, c the speed of light, and Rk,n the distance
from the radar to the kth scatterer in the aspect angle θn. Equation (4) is the scattered signal with
nonuniform angle samples. An ISAR image will be obtained from the signals in Section 3.

3. ISAR IMAGING WITH NONUNIFORM SIGNAL

3.1. ISAR Imaging Based on MUSIC

The process of producing an ISAR image from a backscattered signal with nonuniform angle samples is
composed of the following two steps. The first step is to obtain N range profiles at N aspect angle. We
assume that the range profiles are already aligned. The second step is to estimate the Doppler spectrum
in each range bin by performing the 1-D MUSIC method. The procedure is addressed below.

As shown in Figure 3, Rk,n can be expressed as follows:

Rk,n = r + xk cos θn + yk sin θn (5)

where r is the reference range from the radar to imaging center, xk the down-range of k-th scatterer
point, and yk the cross-range of the k-th scatterer point. Distance Rk,n contain rotational components of
the target, which cause a blurring effect in images with long-observation time. After range compression
and translational motion compensation, the receiving signal in one range cell can be expressed as

Figure 3. Geometry of ISAR signal model.
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follows [10]:

s(n) =
K′∑

k=1

ake
−j( 4π

c
fc)(r+xk+ykθn) (6)

where fc is the centre frequency of the radar signal bandwidth, and K ′ is the total number of scatterers
in selected range bin. Now, we consider the noise term, and the angle domain signal at the mth range
bin is expressed as follows:

xm =
K′

m∑

k=1

a (yk,m) sk,m + nm (7)

where K ′
m is the total number of scatterers in the m-th range bin, sk,m the amplitude of the kth scatterer

at the mth range bin, nm an additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean at the mth range bin, and
a a nonuniform steering vector that contains the cross-range of each scatterer. The steering vector is
expressed as follows:

a(y) =
[
e−j2π( 2fc

c )yθ1 , e−j2π( 2fc
c )yθ2 , . . . , e−j2π( 2fc

c )yθN

]T
(8)

where superscript T indicates the transpose operation.
In each range bin, SSP should be used to generate the covariance matrix since the angle domain

signal is a single snapshot signal. However, because of the nonuniform angle samples, the rank of the
covariance matrix generated by conventional SSP does not match the number of scatterer points in the
selected range bin. Hence, it causes significant burring in image results.

In this paper, multiple phase delayed angle domain signals were used to generate the covariance
matrix instead of a single angle domain signal. Total L phase delayed angle domain signals were
estimated from the given angle domain signal.

The total cross-range interval can be determined from given observation angular interval of the
target. Then, a set in a cross-range interval [ymin, ymax] can be defined as follows [18, 19]:

Y = [ymin, ymin + ∆y, ymin + 2∆y, . . . , ymax] (9)

where ymin is the minimum value of cross-range, ymax the maximum value of cross-range, and ∆y the
small arbitrary interval of cross-range. The small arbitrary interval forms a tradeoff relationship between
computation time and accuracy of estimation. Thus, in this paper, ∆y is determined and used as an
empirical way.

Substituting each element of Eq. (9) into Eq. (8) and arranging each steering vector into a matrix
form give

Am = [a (ymin) , a (ymin + ∆y) , . . . , a (ymax)] (10)

Matrix Am is the array manifold of the real array. Meanwhile, the lth vector of the total L phase
delayed steering vectors is expressed as follows:

al(y) =
[
e−j2π( 2fc

c )y(θ1+l∆φ), . . . , e−j2π( 2fc
c )y(θN+l∆φ)

]T
(11)

Now we denote Ām,l as an array manifold of a phase delayed array and compute for set Y as follows:

Ām,l = [al (ymin) , al (ymin + ∆y) , . . . , al (ymax)] (12)

We use the least square method (LSM) to estimate a constant transformation matrix Bm,l that
satisfies the following relationship:

Bm·l ·Am = Ām,l (13)

With transform matrix Bm,l, we can estimate a signal that is phase delayed by l∆φ from a given single
snapshot signal, expressed as follows:

x̄m,l = Bm·l · xm (14)
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The transformation matrix means changing given single snapshot signal to a phase delayed signal by
l∆φ. By repeating this process L times, L phase delayed signals can be obtained. Then, a sampled
covariance matrix can be generated by using the estimated multi-phase delay signals expressed as follows:

R =
1
L

L∑

l=1

(
x̄m,l · x̄H

m,l

)
(15)

Using this covariance matrix, the MUSIC technique can be used to attain a proper Doppler
spectrum in each range bin. The detailed procedure can be found in [6, 20].

3.2. Improving Computation Efficiency Using a Threshold

Applying the proposed 1-D MUSIC method to estimate the Doppler spectrum in every range bin may
cause computation inefficiencies. This is because it operates in noise regions that do not contain the
scatterers of the target. To distinguish signal regions from noise regions, the energy sum of envelopes
was calculated in each range bin as follows:

E(m) =
1
N

N∑

n′=1

∣∣∣IFFTm

(
s
(
n′,m

)
1×M

)∣∣∣
2
≥ threshold (16)

where IFFTm denotes the inverse fast Fourier transform operation with respect to the variable frequency
index m. The range bins whose energy sum of envelopes exceeded a threshold were selected as signal
regions. The proposed method was implemented only to the signal regions

(a) (b)

Figure 4. (a) Range profile history of the simulated Boeing 727 model with threshold. (b) Range
profile history of the measured Boeing 727 model with threshold.

The range profile histories of simulated and measured Boeing 727 plane models is shown in
Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), respectively. The SNRs of the simulated and measured models were 30 dB
and unknown, respectively. The empirical threshold levels are displayed in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b).
The simulated and measured Boeing 727 plane models have 56.3% and 35.9% signal regions, respectively.
Hence, the computation efficiency can be improved by selectively applying the proposed 1-D MUSIC
method to signal regions.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To verify the proposed approach, a simulated Boeing 727 plane model with a size of 256 × 64 cells is
used. The center frequency of the radar was 9 GHz, and the bandwidth was 150 MHz. The radar image
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) The energy sum of envelopes for the simulated Boeing 727 model. (b) The energy sum
of envelopes for the measured Boeing 727 model.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. ISAR imaging results of simulated Boeing 727 plane model, (a) with conventional range-
Doppler method for 256 angle sample, (b) with conventional range-Doppler method for nonuniform
49 angle sample, (c) with CS method for nonuniform 49 angle sample, (d) with proposed method for
nonuniform 49 angle sample.
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consisted of 64 range cells and 256 uniform angle cells. The ISAR imaging result of these raw data by
adopting conventional range-Doppler processing is presented in Figure 6(a).

Preprocessing for nonuniform angle sampling is needed to consider a search radar. The following
parameters were used to generate a nonuniformly sampled model from a uniformly sampled Boeing
727 plane model such as that obtained from the search radar. The rotation per minute (RPM) was
30, the distance between the radar and the target was 20 km, the velocity of the target was 340 m/s,
and the target moving vector was (1, 5). The signal is reconstructed as a search radar signal with
49 nonuniform angle samples out of 256 uniform angle samples given. Since the search radar does not
continuously observe the target, we set the number of angle samples to be reduced in this way. An ISAR
image for a 49 × 64 size of search radar signal with the conventional range-Doppler method is shown
in Figure 6(b). Due to the reduction in the number of angle samples and the nonuniformity, the ISAR
image accompanied resolution degradation and significant blurring. ISAR images for a 49× 64 size of
search radar signal with the CS method and the proposed nonuniform MUSIC method are shown in
Figure 6(c) and Figure 6(d), respectively. Using the CS method enabled reconstruction of the original
image from a limited number of samples. Usually, the CS method shows the best performance when
random samples are used. In this paper, the performance is limited because nonuniform samples are
used instead of random samples. On the other hand, the proposed method is suitable technique for

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. ISAR imaging results of measured Boeing 727 plane model, (a) with conventional range-
Doppler method for 128 angle sample, (b) with conventional range-Doppler method for nonuniform
37 angle sample, (c) with CS method for nonuniform 37 angle sample, (d) with proposed method for
nonuniform 37 angle sample.
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nonuniform samples and as a result shows clear image with high resolution.
The proposed method was implemented in Matlab code and run on an Intel Core i7-3770K 3.50GHz-

CPU. In order to acquire the ISAR image, it took 10.1 seconds for the CS method and 6.2 seconds for
the proposed method. Since the proposed method is not based on an optimization method like the CS
method, the computation time was shorter.

In this paper, we performed experiment not only for the simulated plane model but also for a
measured plane model. Measured Boeing 727 plane model with a size of 128× 128 cells was used. The
center frequency of the radar was 9GHz, and the bandwidth was 150MHz. The radar image consisted
of 128 range cells and 128 uniform angle cells. The ISAR imaging result of this raw data by adopting
conventional range-Doppler processing is presented in Figure 7(a). Similar to the simulated Boeing 727
experiment, the following parameters were used to generate a nonuniformly sampled Boeing 727 plane
model from the uniformly sampled Boeing 727 plane model. The RPM was 22, the distance between
the radar and the target was 20 km. We assumed the velocity of the target was 272 m/s, and the target
moving vector was (1, 5). The signal was reconstructed as a search radar signal with 37 nonuniform
angle samples out of 128 uniform angle samples given. The ISAR image for a 37×128 size of search radar
signal with the conventional range-Doppler method is shown in Figure 7(b). Due to the reduction in the
number of angle samples and the nonuniformity, the ISAR image accompanied resolution degradation
and significant blurring. ISAR images for a 37×128 size of search radar signal with the CS method and
the proposed nonuniform MUSIC method are shown in Figure 7(c) and Figure 7(d), respectively. It is
clearly seen that the proposed method produced a superiorly clear image compared to the CS method.
The proposed method achieved high noise suppression and high resolution images. With the same CPU
that obtained the simulated Boeing 727 results, it took 10.7 seconds for the CS method and 5.5 seconds
for the proposed method to obtain an ISAR image.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a method to obtain a 2-D ISAR image from a scattering signal of a target having
nonuniformly observed angle samples was proposed. From the nonuniform snapshot signal, LSM-based
multi-phase delay signals were estimated to form the covariance matrix. Then, using the covariance
matrix, ISAR images were obtained by estimating the Doppler spectrum based on MUSIC. The proposed
method was applied to both simulated and measured plane models, and promising results are presented.
This method can be used for ISAR image generation using a search radar.
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